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For younger children 
 
Willy the champ  
by Anthony Browne 
Not very good at sports or fighting, mild-mannered Willy nevertheless proves he's the champ when the local 
bully shows up.  
E BRO 
 
Simon's hook : a story about teases and put-downs 
by Karen Gedig Burnett 
E BUR 
 
Ryan respects 
by Virginia Kroll 
Ryan thinks it is funny to call the slowest runner in his class "Doug the Slug," until his older brother teases him 
for having a teddy bear.  
E KRO 
 
My secret bully  
by Trudy Ludmig 
Name-calling, humiliation, exclusion, and manipulation are some bullying tactics Monica's friend Katie employs. 
Monica learns to face her fears of betrayal and social isolation and reclaims her power from the bully with the 
help of a supportive adult - her mother. Included in this wonderful resource for children, parents, teachers, and 
counselors are helpful tips, discussion questions, and additional information. 
E LUD 
 
Just Kidding 
by Trudy Ludwig 
With help from his father, older brother, teacher, D.J. learns how to handle a classmate who claims his mean-
spirited “teasing” is just a joke. This book explores the world of teasing, exclusion, and self-esteem in a 
toughtfull, poignant manner. 
E LUD 
 
Enemy pie 
by Derek Munson 
It was the perfect summer until Jeremy Ross moved into the house down the street and became neighbourhood 
enemy number one. Luckily Dad had a surefire way to get rid of enemies: Enemy Pie. But part of the secret 
recipe is spending an entire day playing with the enemy! In this funny yet endearing story, one little boy learns an 
effective recipes for turning your best enemy into your best friend. 
E MUN 
 
King of the Playground  
by Phyllis Reynolds Naylor 
Sammy, self-proclaimed ``King of the Playground,'' will not let Kevin play on the swings, slide, or monkey bars. 
Fortunately, Kevin's father, who believes that words are stronger than fists, subtly suggests ways to best the 
bully, and a friendship between the two boys begins. 
E NAY 
 
The ant bully 
by John Nickle 
The Ant Bully is the story of a child who-picked on by the neighbourhood bully, in turn picks on ants. The ants 
decide they have had enough and shrink Lucas down to their size. Lucas learns a lesson, and so do the 
children. The Ant Bully teaches a wonderful lesson about looking at things from someone else's perspective. It 
also provides an ending that gives the perfect opportunity for a writing topic. 
E NIC 
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Tyrone and the Swamp Gang 
by Hans Wilhelm 
It’s hard to say no to a bully.  Boland and his friends have a big problem. It’s that bully TYRONE. Almost 
everyone has joined Tyrone’s Swamp Gang. Tyrone is after Boland and his friends to join, too – or else! How 
can Boland stay out of trouble now? 
E WIL 
 
For older kids 
 
Blubber 
by Judy Blume 
Jill goes along with the rest of the fifth-grade class in tormenting a classmate and then finds out what it's like 
when she, too, becomes a target. 
JFIC B658b 
 
The boy who lost his face 
Louis Sachar. 
David receives a curse from an elderly woman he has helped his schoolmates attack, and he learns to regret his 
weakness in pandering to others for the sake of popularity before new friends and a very nice girl help him to be 
a stronger, more assertive person 
JFIC D121b 
 
 
NON-FICTION 
 
Stick up for yourself! : every kid's guide to personal power and positive self-esteem  
by Gershen Kaufman, Lev Raphael, and Pamela Espeland 
The ultimate resource for any kid who’s ever been picked on at school, bossed around, blamed for things he or 
she didn’t do, or treated unfairly—and for any kid who sometimes feels frustrated, angry, powerless, or scared. 
Simple words and real-life examples show how children can stick up for themselves with other kids (including 
bullies and teasers), big sisters and brothers, even grown-ups.  
Kids learn how to build relationships, become responsible, manage their anger, grow a “feelings vocabulary,” 
make good choices, solve problems, set goals, and “store” happiness and pride. Questions from real kids are 
paired with answers about how to handle specific situations calmly, confidently, and effectively. A special note to 
parents and teachers explores the “self-esteem backlash” and explains what self-esteem really is—and why kids 
today need it more than ever.  
J158.083 K21s 
 
Why is everybody always picking on us? : understanding the roots of prejudice 
by Terrence Webster-Doyle 
This book contains stories and activities designed to help resolve conflicts non-violently. Designed to raise 
awareness of bullying and teach non-violent coping skills. 
J303.3 W385w 
 
Girl wars : 12 strategies that will end female bullying  
by Cheryl Dellasega & Charisse Nixon. 
Gossip, teasing, forming cliques, and other cruel behaviours are the basis of this bullying, which harms both 
victim and aggressor. Practical and effective solutions that stop girls from hurting each other with words and 
actions. Two experts explain not only how to prevent such behaviour but also how to intervene should it happen, 
as well as overcome the culture that breeds it. 
J302.3 D357g 
 
Bullies are a pain in the brain 
by Trevor Romain 
Trevor Romain reassures kids that they're not alone and it's not their fault if a bully decides to pick on them. He 
explains some people are bullies and describes realistic ways to become "Bully-Proof," stop bullies from hurting 
others, and get help in dangerous situations. 
And if bullies happen to read this book, they'll find ideas they can use to get along with others and feel good 
about themselves—without making other people miserable. 
J302.3 R757b 
 
Bullying : deal with it before push comes to shove 
by Elaine Slavens 
You can take action against bullying, and you don’t have to do it on your own. This book will give you the know-
how to deal with bullying, whether you’re a target, a bully, or a witness. 
J302.3 S631b  
 
It’s always me they’re after 
By  Rien Broere 
Peter is excited about moving to a new house, although he has to leave his best friend behind.  But at his new 
school he soon comes up against Jack, the class bully, who makes Peter’s life a misery… 
J371.5 B865i 
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Pay up of else! 
By Rien Broere 
Robert is worried about his best friend Philip, who seems very quiet lately. Then he discovers that Philip seems 
to know the Gang, whose members terrify the rest of the school. 
J371.5 B865p 
 
Talking About Bullying 
By Jillian Powell 
Shouting at someone, calling people names, pushing someone around, making someone unhappy – these are 
kinds of bullying. A bully is someone who tries to hurt or upset another person. Anyone can be bullied. In this 
book, you can read about bullies and bullying, how to deal with bullies, and where to get help. 
J371.58 P884t 
 
How to handle bullies, teasers and other meanies : a book that takes the nuisance out 
of name calling and other nonsense  
by Kate Cohen-Posey 
J649.7 C678h 
 
Videocassette 
 
Soother [videocassette]   
For eleven year old Nicole Urbain the day begins like any other, but upon her arrival at school she finds herself 
captivated by the appearance of a beautiful and charismatic new girl named Marla Cross.  Determined to win her 
friendship, Nicole finds herself willing to change her wardrobe, neglect her school work, abandon her love of 
sports and, worst of all, she betray her best friend. A short drama exploring the complex and sometimes cruel 
world of little girls. 
VJ J939 
 
 
Interesting web sites 
 
What’s bullying  
This Web site provides concise answers to such questions as What is bullying?, Why do some people bully?, 
and Why are some young people bullied? 
http://www.nobully.org.nz/advicek.htm 
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